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Abstract:
A common objective in the design of high voltage systems is gap compaction meeting safety
and environmental standards. This can be achieved by using composite gaseous/dielectric
insulation, which, utilizing dielectric covers, results in improved dielectric performance of
insulation systems. Employing dielectric covers is a modern trend in high voltage technology
assisting in gap compaction, giving an alternative to the use of SF6 (Greenhouse effect gas),
and having also applications such as in distribution overhead Lines.
The subject of this seminar is an experimental investigation on the impulse behavior of
composite short rod-plane air gaps with a dielectric-covered rod under positive lightning and
switching impulse voltages. The discharge development pattern at breakdown for these gaps
is described as: an initial corona, emerging in air at the vicinity of the cover tip, is followed by
coronas emerging along the cover surface, developing partly along the dielectric cover and in
air alone. These surface coronas, increasing the electric field at the cover upper end,
determine the inception conditions of a secondary corona. The latter emerging at the cover
upper end may eventually cause breakdown, through a spark, that develops either along the
cover surface or partly or solely in free air, bridging the gap that includes the dielectric cover
length.
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